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What. is.an.emotion?.In. the.domain.of. the.philosophy.of.emotions,. this.
is.a.frequently.asked.question ..However,.it.has.been.seen.that.this.ques-
tion.is.not.an.easy.one.to.answer ..Most.philosophical.analyses.have.been.




that. emotion.was. an. essential. part. of. ethics ..David.Pugmire,. a. lecturer.
in. philosophy. at. the. University. of. Southampton,. explores. both. aspects.
of.emotion,.the.cognitive.and.the.ethical,.in.his.book.Sound Sentiments ..
He. introduces.us. to. this. subject.with. the.question:.“What.does. it.mean.
for.emotion.to.be.well-constituted?.What.distinguishes.good.feeling.from.
(just).feeling.good?”.(p ..1) ..To.answer.these.questions,.we.must.refer.to.
the. notion. of. soundness ..As. the. book’s. title. suggests,. emotions. can. be.


























Let.us.now.turn. to. the.first.–.profundity ..Pugmire.claims.that.deep.












requirement. means. that. emotional. depth. is. not. merely. a. psychological.
property.of.emotion ..In.specific.cultural.environments,.emotional.depth.
may.be.unattainable .
Chapter. 3. discusses. the. function. of. emotion .. Pugmire. wonders. if.
emotions. “play. any. part. in. our. active. life”. (p .. 78) .. It. would. seem. that.







emotions. would. have. no. depth,. and. emotions. cannot. be. summoned. or.
avoided.merely.at.will ..In.any.case,.emotions.are.too.unlike.actions.to.be.
well.formed.when.used.strategically .
As. we. have. seen. earlier,. emotions. may. be. deep. or. shallow;. more.
specifically,.they.may.be.narcissistic.or.sentimental ..In.these.latter.cases,.
emotions.are.not.really.concerned.with.an.object.but.with.ourselves,.with.




a. person,. simply. because. it. is. his ..Then. the. person’s. concern. becomes.
focused.on.the.emotion,.or.even.on.himself ..Although.this.is.a.common.
phenomenon,.narcissistic.emotion.is.pathological;.narcissism.is.an.emo-
tional.vice ..Only.a. few.emotions.can.be. real.emotions.of.concern.with.













of. an. object. is. subordinated. to. its. emotional. utility. for. the. agent .. Sen-















ambivalence ..He.describes.situations. in.which. two. intense.yet.opposite.
emotions.may.be.experienced.at.the.same.time ..Such.emotional.ambiva-
lence.is.very.common,.and.there.are.nine.ways.in.which.it.can.occur:.(i).






structural. integrity,. one. emotion. prevailing. over. another;. (v). a. conver-
gence.of.dissonant.emotions.on.the.same.thing.at.the.same.time;.(vi).an.
attitude.of.ambivalence.producing.a.confused.response.rather.than.a.clear.




(viii).emotional.polarization. in. favor.of.one.act. instead.of.another;.and.
(ix). sublimation.–. some.emotions.change.when. they.occur. as. aesthetic.
responses ..An.ambivalent.emotion.may.be.unstable.in.these.ways,.due.to.
which.it.cannot.easily.achieve.depth .




sophisticated. taste,. for. instance,. is.admired ..Sophistication. is.actually.a.
way.of.approaching.problems,.acquiring.experience.and.dealing.with.con-
flict ..It.contrasts.with.spontaneity,.placing.its.stress.on.complexity ..Is. it.
possible.for.an.emotion.to.be.sophisticated?.What.may.be.sophisticated.
about. an. emotion. is. not. its. content,. but. rather. its. background. and. his-
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